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This document describes many of the cOr1r1only used procedures for Haxe 
operation, as well as a numl1cr of unconnon procedures used during syste_ 
d£'hugglnq ilnd maintenance. Also included are the complete operating 
instructions for severill pieces of software written at PARC and unique to 
Maxc; these Include Hldas, NVIO, OHPLO, and Hlcro-Exe~. 

"Maxc Operations" 15 Intended primarily as a reference docul'1ent for syst .. 
personnnl. However, in the ahsence of system personnel, any user should be 
able to restart f1axc from a lenex crash using the procedure outlined in 
Section 14. 

Conventions used In this document: In examples In which user typetn fa 
intermixed with lIIachlne typeout, the user typeln is underlined. (er>, (lr>. 
(sp), and (esc) are used to stand for the carriage return, line reed. space. 
and escape keys. 

2. Overview Q1 the Haxc ~stem 

From a user terminal, Haxc looks like a POP-l0 running the Tenex operating 
system. However, this Is mostly an Illusion. Haxc 15 really • PARC
constructed microprocessor which emulates the complete user-mode POP-tO 
instrllction set, as well as many of the prlvl1eged instructions and the B8N 
pager operations. The Tenex system has been considerably modified to .ccount 
for the many differences between Maxc and a PDP-lO, particularly in the .r •• 
of input/output. 

The system consists of the following major components: 

A. The Maxc microprocessor itself. Besides performing POP-tO emulation. ".xe 
also directly controls the disks. 

B. A 256K word by 48 bit HOS memory system, with hardware bul1t in for 
correcting single bit errors in eny word and detecting (though not correcting) 
double errors. 

C. Eight disk drives, each connected to its own controller inside "axe. 

O. A Data Goneral Nova, which has all the other Haxc peripherals connected to 
it, Including the data line scanner (OLS). two magtape controllers with. 
tota 1 of four dr Ivp.s, the IMP interface support Ing Haxc IS connect ion to the 
ARPA Network, nnd two MCA interfaces supporting connections to all other Novas 
at PARCo 

The Nova also performs a numl1er of other Important functions relattng to 
system initialization and debugging. It has dfrect access to Haxc's .... tn 
memory (through a separate memory port) and indirect access to all of the 
internal microprocessor registers and memories. The Nova can load .icrocode 
into Haxc's wrlteable control store, and can conmand "axe to start and atop 
execution, single step, and perform a number of other useful operation •• 
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The Haxc systpm operates under the control of a large complex of support 
software, /!lost of which is described in this document. These programs are 
descrlb'ed here, in approx1mately the order they would be used if one were to 

'bring up the system fro/!l scratch. 

Wh~n first booted from switches, the Nova runs under the control of DOS, the 
Oata General Disk Operating System, which is described in the pertinent Data 
General documentation. The Nova has its own fixed-head disk, of quite 
insufficient capacity, which is used for storage of Nova system programs and 
other i",portant files such as the Haxc microcode. DOS is also able to perform 
1/0 to magtape unit 0 (the one directly over the Nova itself). 

Assuming the necessary files have been loaded onto the Nova disk, the next 
prograM to be run is Hidas. Midas is the loader and debugger for Haxc 
microprograms. It has a large number of commands for examining and changing 
microprocessor registers and memories and for starting, stopping, and slngle
stepping the /I'Ilcroprocessor. Host of its capabilities are used only during 
debugging; in the normal course of events, it is used only to load the poP-tO 
~lcrocode 1nto "axc, and it then passes control to NVIO. 

NVIO is the program in control of the Nova while Tenex is running on Haxc, and 
contains all the necessary 1/0 drivers for communicating between Haxc and the 
peripherals connected to the Nova. NVIO also has a command decoder, by means 
Of which the operator may examine and change memory, start and stop the Maxc 
microprocessor, and perform a number of other operations. 

One important NVIO operation is to boot into "axe main memory and start a' 
PDP-I0 program cllll ed H icro-Exec. H icro-Exec has commands (or performing a' 
large variety of stand-alone l1axc operations, such as setting up the disk 
configuration, copyino disk packs, and (most important) loading Tenex from 
disk and starting it. 

Host of the rest of this document is devoted to explaining the above 
operations in much ~ore detail. 

A. First look over the system and make sure it Is put together. Ignore scope 
probes dangling from pins but at any other appearance of inoperativeness, give 
UP or get some knowledgeable person to help. 

B. l1ake sure the proper disk packs are mounted. The labels are on the top of 
the pack. Co",pare them to the chart on the wall of the control room. 3-by-5 
cards with the current ly mounted pack numbers are supposed to be posted on 
each dr ive. Other packs are in a ye llow cabinet in the mach ine room and 
should also have cards identifying them. 

C. Turn on the disk units. Two switches need to be turned on for each unit. 
One of them is in back and inside. the cabinet and is labelled "AC power onw. 
It should be turned on first. (Normally it is left on.) Then turn on the 
obvious switch on the front panel. Two minutes will elapse before the green 
light goes on, The read-only switches on the control panel should also be 
off. 
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,. Notp t.hat if 11 IInit is selpctprj. the rrad-only restrjct10n will rell1a1n in 
force unti I 1t is dcsplcclcd.--- (h-is· 15 indicated by the read-only light on the 
panel. Don't worry if the read-only light renains on, since the unit will be 
deselectprj hy firmware later on and the read-only light will go off at that 
time. Ilowevpr, be sure the rpad-only switch is in the off position. 

O. Turn on the Nova powpr, Nova mag tape lin itO power, and Nova disk power. 
(Normally these are left on so you won't have to do this.) The switch for the 
Nova disk IInit is under the little table 1n front of the Nova. 

E. Turn on the Haxc microprocessor and mer-lOry as follows: Plug in the IIMMOry 
fans in back of Maxc. Then turn on the microprocessor fan, two II1icroprocessor 
power supplies, and four memory power supplies in front of "axe. 

A. Get the current "10SYS· tape from the tape rack and mount it on unit O. 
Note that the tape unit directly above the Nova should be set to unit 0 and 
the one to the left of that should be set to unit 1. Unit 1 is • 7-tr.ck 
drive appropriate for mounting any Tenex minidumper tapes you may have. Unit 
o is a 9-track drive used for Nova tapes. S'et the Nova console switches to 
100022. Mako sure the tape dr fve(s) are in remote and at the load po1nt(s). 

* It is customary to hang the tape Jacket on the door of unit 1, and tor 
novices to remove the write ring from tapes. 

B. Push RESET - then PROGRAHLOAO on the Nova front panel. It should ask: 

FULL(O) Qr PARTIAL(l)? 

and you should type 0 which will clear the Nova disk directory, read-in 8 
fresh copy of Nova DOS from magtape unit 0, and rewind the tape. 

ItNote that tho Nova tape on unit 0 must be at the load point for this to work. 

C. There will be sufficient Nova disk storage to keep a copy of Nova OOS on 
the disk only if you don't plan on doing any microcode patches while running 
the syst~m and if you arpn't concerned with file storage for any other reason. 
To do this, type the following: 

XFER Hl0:1 NSYS.SVj CHATR NSYS.SV SPW; INSTALL NSYS.SV(cr) 

Then set thp Nova's console switches to 100020. The effect of this 1s to 
causo a qu ick(lr disk restart when you push RESET-PROGRAH LOAD-CONTINUE on the 
Nova front panel switches. If you don't do this, leave the switches at 
100022. Both kinds of restart are described under the ·warm starts· section 
later. 

D. You will now need to load files from tape unit O. Normally this is 
accomplished by loading all the flIes froll1 the Most recent SYSF and CHANGEF 
records, i.e. the ones wlih tho highest numbers:- Thetape Jacket label 
directs you to these records with some comment such as 
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where 1 and J are the numbers of the most recent (highest-numbered) SYSF and 
CHANGEF records as indicated on the tape jacket. This will result in loading 
onto t.he Nova disk all of the files used by the system. The names of the 
fi les wi 11 be typed out as they are loaded. Hake sure there are no read 
errors typed out while loading. 

When you are done loading type 

RElEASE HTO(cr> 

to· rewind the tape. The tape must be at the load point for a subsequent warm 
start if NSYS.SV has not been loaded. Normally NSYS.SV 15 loaded and the tape 
should be replaced on the tape rack. 

5. Contents of the 10SYS ~ 

BASEF record (only needed for debugging -- files may vary) 

OG01.HB 
OGP.HS 
DGIHH.HB 
DGIMl.HB 
OGRl.HB 
OGI.MS 
OGH.HB 

ROGOI 
RDGP 
RDGIHH 
RDGIMl 
RDGRl 
RDGI 
ROGH 

Current SYSF record (must be loaded) 

STOP.SV 
EDIT .SV 
TCON 

GO.SV 
TENlOAO 
SYS.HB 

Current CHANGEF record (must be loaded) 

PATCHES PATCHES.HB 

OGHR.HS 
OMPlD.SV 
HICRO.SV 
OHICRO.SV 
EMICRO 
DBEG.MB 
HAINI.HB 

MIDAS.SV 
TENGO 
SYS.ST 

NVIO.SV 

ROGHR 
MTAPE.SV 
TEST 
lOSYS 
BASEF 
HAINH 

BRK.MB 
UNBRK.HB 
SYSF 

CHANGEF 

There lIIay be other files of interest to you on Nova tapes. 
file FOO from any record ~ of the tape by typing 

lOAD/A/V "TO:n FOO(cr> 

You can load a 
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Ilowevl'r, thHe is a limited aMount of storage on the Nova d1sk, so you should 
not load more than one or two small prograns at a time. 

The Nova commilnd 

OISK<cr> 

should show 180 or more free disk blocks (300 or nore 1f you plan to change 
the microcodo) when you are donI' lnading. This storage w111 be used by Nova 
~~S's proqram overlay feature when you run the system. 

Note: [ven though you ~~9j..!! operiltion with this nunber of free disk blocks, 
over 150 of them will disappear whl'n you run the system. These blocks will be 
reused if you have to warm-start the system as described later, so don't worr,. 
about these disk storage numbers except during cold start. 

After loading all relevant files frof!! the lOSYS tape, dismount and put aw.,. 
the "lOSYS" tape. Then type 

GO; MIDAS TENGO(cr> 

Running the GO program may be omitted 1f the memory is already going (see 
below ahout memory lights), and it probably causes less wear and tear on the 
memory to avoid GO in this case. 

The GO program turns on power supplies and configures the memory. It usually 
types out a ,moderate number of memory errors on the Haxc console. 00 HOT 
worry about errors of type 1 or 4 since they are correctable. Any other error 
type milY be serious and A hardware f!!aintainer should be contacted imled1atel,. 
if a second att('mpt to run GO produces similar results. Periodic memor,. 
maintenance replaces bad chips in the memory before double errors develop. 
However, occilsionally GO goes off the deep end and types reams or errors (more 
thiln'10). If it does this, type control-A. This gives control to the Nova 
debugger. Open location 411 and insert a -1 by typing: 

4111 ISZ @HAINT+60 -l<cr> 

Then type control-A and try again. 

After GO runs, Midas will run through the TENGO command file which loads the 
microcode, displays some Junk on the Infoton, and starts up the systetlt. This 
takes several minutes. 

After lOildinq the microprocessor, TENGO resets the machine (21;G) and checks 
the microcode (25;G). The microprocessor may crash (IHA=20) if there were any 
failur('s detected during loading. lH 10 will contain the address or the 
clobbered word (if only one word WilS clobbered). Note the values of LH 10 and 
IHA in the log and call system maintainers if the microprocessor crashes. If 
you cannot get the system maintainers, get out of Hidas by typing control-A 
and repeat MI0l\S TENGO, since hardware flakiness has been known to cause loads 
to fail spuriously and you may be lucky on the second try. If' the load 
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succeeds, then it boots in Micro-Exec from one of the l1axc disks and the 
console terminal types out: 

M1cro-Exec. Ver <version identifying string> 
• 
Hicro-Exec imMediately executes an automatic "Go· command, which causes Tenex 
to be loaded from disk and started. Further procedures are described in the 
next section. 

If it is desired to load the microcode without starting NVIO or H1cro-Exec, 
use the TENlOAO command file instead of TENGO; 1.e. type: 

GO; MIDAS TEN lOAD <cr> 

TENlOAD 1s identical to TENGO e~cept that it does not start NVIO, Hicro-E~c, 
or Tenel(. 

7. Starting Tenex 

The --current Micro-Exec normally has been setup to have the current disk 
configuration. If you doubt this, type: 

P 0 C <cr) 

and it will print out the current disk configuration. Compare this to the 
chart on the wall of the control rOOm. If you are confident, type: 

GO(cr) 

which will boot In Tenex from the disk and start it running. 

Tenex w111 ask for date and time. (The prompt speclfies the format.) Please 
be careful to enter this correctly. If Tenex asks you to reconfirm your' 
typein. you probably blew it and you should hit ·Oel" and try again. (But if 
you are really sure you typed the correct date and tlme, confirm with carriage 
return) . 

Tenex then runs the Bsys and Checkdsk programs to verify the consistency of 
the file system. This takes about ten minutes (the time ls proportional to 
the number of files in the entire system), at the end of which is broadcast 
the message -Tenex in operation" If all is well. If any uncorrectable errors 
have been detected. the message "Tenex not available: Disk needs fix1ng" w11l 
be broadcast. If this occurs. you should attempt to notffy system personnel. 
As a last resort, consult Sect10n 22 for information on fixing errors of this 
sort. 
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{3. NVTO ilnrl 0£11 

NVIO is a Nova Input-Output pilckilqe which does all the Input-Output for Haxe 
except for the disk. Spl'c if ically it dol'S Input-Output for the Data Une 
SCilnners, the IMP (ARPA Network). the MeA (Multiprocessor COl'lr.lun1cat1ons 
Adilptor). and the Tap!! Units. It also has an octal debugger called OOT (Octa' 
Debugging Tool) which will allow the user to change memory locations in "axe 
and the Nova, and perform other control functions. 

8.1. eil 111 ng ~YJQ 

NVIO can be called from Hidas with the co~and: 

6,NVIO;T 
or: 

!NVIO.SV/a/b ... <unitno)(cr> 

where lalh etc. represents switches (of the usual Nova DOS type); and 
<un ltno), if it ex 1 s ts, 1 s of tho form I Un' for n=O to 7. The NVIO sta~tup 
procedure is d~term;ned by the setting of these switches, the function of each 
of which Is now defined -- ln the order in which they are tested to avoid any 
ambiguity caused by multiple switch settings. Each of the switches has In 
analogous OOT command with the same (letter) name. 

IS 

IS 

IE 

IP 

10 

Micro-Exec is Booted from Save Area t of disk un1t n (from the 'Un' 
argllm('nt), where O=A, I=B, ... 7=H. Unit A is used if no unit is 
specified. 

Tenex is Started up, first booting Hicro-Exec from disk as for 18 and 
then executing an automatic "Go" command. 

The Haxc Hicro-Exec is brought in from tape unit number n (fra. Un) 
or from unlt 0 if no unit is specified. 

Protect mode in OOT is set. This means that ODT will allow only 
those commands which examine (but do not write into) memory and that 
do not change machlne state. 

The Nova Debugger will be given control. ODT Control can be resWM.d 
by typing-SP. 

IH Normil11y NVIO then sends a proceed to Haxc which was' halted before 
NVIO was called. This proceed can be suppressed by using the IH 
~witch . 

IW NVIO will ~ait for an IORESET before proceeding. 

Normally, NVIO is initially started up with the IB or IS switch set. in order 
to load M1cro-Exec and possibly start Tenex. When it is desired to start MYIO 
without resuming Haxc (e.g. to examine l1axc main ",emory or start at an 
alternate address). the IH switch should be used. 
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When NVIO is functioning, ODT (Octal Debugging Tool) is its highest priority 
process (only interrupts take precedence). It has two heralds, a number sign 
(#) which indicates that only cOMMands .that examine memory are legal, and a 
colon <:) which Indicates all cOmMands are legal. 

If Tenex Is running and no OOT commands have been typed for ten seconds, NVIO 
will continuously display and update the addresses and contents of five Haxc 
main menory variables. If you start typing on the Infoton, NVIO will stop 
doing this and will print the approprlat.e herald followed by your typein on 
the next line. 

OOT connands consist of a single letter or other special character, optionally 
preceded by a nuneric argument. The argument Is an octal number of 16 or 40 
bits (depending on the command) or an expression made up of such numbers and 
the operators .+. and ._. • •• stands for the current (most recently 
displayed) memory address. 

"any NVIO cOMmands request confirmation with • .•. OK·. 
character is a period. 

The confirming 

n] 

n[ 

nl 

I 

n(cr> 

(10 

nOf> 

nt 

Change the current machine to the Novaj change the current location 
to n; and print out the current location. 

Change the current machine to Haxc; change the current location to n; 
and print out the current location in the format: . 

aa bbbbbb cccccc 
where: 

and 

aa (0 to 17) is the last 4 bits of the 40 bit Haxc memory word, 
it is not printed out if zero; 

bbbbbb and cccccc are the left and right half 18 bits of the 
POP-I0 (Haxc) word. 

Change the current location to n; and print out the current location. 

Print out the current location. 

Put n into the current location. If the current machine is the Nova. 
a 16 b~t nu~bcr is permissible. If the current machine is Maxc. a 40 
bit nUMber is permissible. The first 4 bits input are the last 4 
bits of the memory. Thus one can think of Haxc as a 36 btt machine 
(like the POP-I0), right adjusted in a 40 bit field, rather than a 36 
btt machine left adjusted In a 40 bit word as is actually the case. 

This COMMand is only legal after a command which prints out a Haxc or 
Hova location. 

(1f means llnefeed). Change the current location to the current 
location plus 1, and print out the (new) current location. 

Equivalent to n, <carriage return>, <llnefeed>. 

Change the current location to the current location minus 1, and 
print out the (new) current location. 

Equivalent to n, (carriage return>, <up arrow>. 
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<tab> 

B 

nB 

o 

E 

(hilJlql' the currpnt 10c<1l ion to the locat Ion pointed to by the current 
lociltion. Print out Its contents. 

Boot Micro-Exec from Save Area 1 of physical disk unit A. 

~oot Micro-Exec from Save Area 1 of physical disk unit n (OcA, 1.B~ 
etc.) The paramnt.er n Is remembered for subsequent -B- cOflllllnda 
without arpuments. 

Go to the Nova Qebugger. SP will resume OOT. 

Startup the HelXe Hjcro-~x(lc. loading from Tape Unit O. 

nE Startup the Maxe Hlero-fxec, loading from Tape Unit n. 

nG 

H 

" 
nM 

p 

nP 

Q 

R 

nR 

S 

nS 

nT 

nU 

Go to Haxc location n. Precisely: stop the Haxc microprocessor 
(cleanly if possible), then tell It to begin executing PDP-10 
instructions at Haxc main memory location n. 

Halt Maxc (cleanly If possible). 

In I tia llze NVIO. 

Halt Maxc (cleanly if possible) and return control to ~idas. 

Go to Microprocessor location n. (Ir you use this cOml!'land you hid 
better know what you are doing.) 

Protect NVIO. The herald becomes a nUMber Sign (I); only those 
commands that examine memory (and other state varlbles) are legal. 

If the number typed is the Pass(word) number: OOT becOtltes 
unp-roteeted; the herald becomes a-colon (:) and 1111 cOf!1lTlands are 
legl11. Currently the pass(word) number Is 3301; this should be easy 
to r.emcmber as It is the smallest number whlch

3 
is tbe SUII\. of two 

different cubes In two different ways. (14 3 + 1 s 113 + 12~i octal 
of course.) 

Print out the current state of Haxe (running, stopped, or at •• 1cro 
brl'ilkpoint). 

Run Naxc (the microprocessor is told to proceed). If a reset was 
previously done ("21M" to OOT or ·ZI;G· to Hidas), PDP-10 
interpretation will begin at the starting address pointed to by •• 1n 
memory location 7; otherwise, Haxc will resume frollt where it was 
halted. 

If n is zero, disable Naxc matn memory error recovery; NVIO will 
halt instantly on any fatal Haxc error. If n Is nonzero, reenlbl. 
error recovery. 

~tartup lenex, booting Micro-Exec from disk unit A. 

~tartup Tenex, booting Micro-Exec from dtsk unit n (O:A, l eB. etc.) 

Begin lasting output on OLS line n. 

Unhang Nova device number n by simulating a completion interrupt. It 
you use this command you had better know what you are doing. 
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nZ Stop testing OLS line n. 

8.3. Nova locations 2!. Interest 

50: Version number. This number is incremented by 100 for each assembly 
of NVIO. 

51: Nornally this location has a -1. If it has the number n in it then 
NVIO will PUNT If it attempts to read or write into Haxc physical 
page n. 

52: 

53: 

55: 

56: 

The pass(word) number. Currently this is set ot 3301 as explained 
under the OOT command P. 

Date of most recent NVIO assembly, in the form MMOOYY, where HH and 
DO are octal but YY is decimal (at least until 1978). 

Save area to boot Hicro-Exec from (usually 1). 

Default disk unit to boot Hicro-Exec from (initially 0, but changed 
by arguments to Band S commands). 

The following symbolic locations are of interest: 

RTN: 
H: 

BREAk: 

location of code to return to Hidas. The Nova debuggef 
commands RTNSR or HSR are equivalent to the OOT command H. 

location to goto to make a save file of the current version of NVIO. 
After BREAKSR 15 executed, control will go to the Nova Exec and the 
comnand: 

SAVE name 

should be executed to save NVIO on the specified f11e. This ·is 
normally done after HVIO is patched by the following sequence: 

DEB NVIO 
Make patches 
BREAKSR 
R 
SAVE NVIO 

If control goes to a debugger breakpoint after the BREAKSR is 
executed, this means that there is no disk space available. Exit via 
RTNSR; ~ake disk space; and repeat patches. (Sorry!) 

8.4. "eMOry Error locations 

The following locations are updated whenever a fatal Haxc error interrupt is 
processed by NVIO. They are listed in the order in which they occur. 

SE 

DE 

~ingle grror 

Qouble £rror 

The format of each of these 
words is wxyz where w can be a 
a or 4; x, a. 0 or 1; y a 0 or 
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DIP 

APE 

PBF 

TIME 

lSE 

lDE 

DIP 

LAPE 

LPBF 

LTIME 

SEac 

DEOC 

TIMEOC 

SEIC 

SE2C 

TIME3C 

Q~ta Input ~arity 

~ddress ~arity [lag 

filrity !!1t [lag 

~<!OlJt 

bast ~ingle· ~rrors 

bast rouble [rrors 

bast pata Input farities 

1ast Address £arity [lags 

hast ~arity ~it [lags 

1ast Timeouts 

7: ann z a 0 or 3. This nunber 
specifics the quadrant that has 
had errors (4 neaning quadrant 
0). Thus SEt 4003 means that 
there were single errors in 
Qlltldran ts 0 and 3. Each fata 1 
error interrupt causes the 
errors to be ored into the 
first six words, and stored 
into the last six. 

~ingle ~rror fount for Quadrant 0 

Qouble ~rror fount for quadrant a 

Timnout ~rror fount for Quadrant 0 

~inglp. ~rror fount for Quadrant! 

~ingle ~rror fount for quadrant £ 

Timeollts for.quadrant ;!. 

"AXe 18.1 
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There are (6 times 6 equals) 36 locations in this memory error block. 

For each PlINT. the location at which the PUNT occurred is put into Nova 
rcgistf'r 3, and information particular to each PUNT is sOl!1etimes stored in 
register O. MilXC 15 then halted (cleanly if possible) and -HVIO Punta is 
printed on the Nova console. 

Accumulators 0, 1, 2, and 3 are stored at PUNTO, PUNTl, PUHTZ, and XPUNT 
respectively, and may be examined by going into the DOS debugger with the aDa 
command. After resuming NVIO with "SP", it is necessary to restart Tanax in 
one of the following (increasingly drastic) ways: 

1) :B ... OK.!. (Simply tells Haxc to proceed). 
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2) :Z1H .. ,OK. 
: 140G ••• oK.!. 

3) :~ ••• OK.!. 

(Resets Haxc microprocessor). 
(Atte~pts ·soft· restart of Tenex). 

(Reloads and restarts Tenex). 

Hore detailed information on handling NVIO punts may be found in Section 14. 

O. Hidas Commands 

A. Conventions 

The aemories accessible to Hidas are called: 

HAIN 
lH 
RH 
SH 
OM 
IH 
I1P 

(system main memory - lower 64K words only). 
(left register bank 32 registers) 
(right register bank 32 registers) 
(scratch menory 512 registers) 
(dispatch memory 512 registers) 
(instruction memory 2048 registers) 
(map memory 1024 registers) 

These names are consistent with all other microprocessor and microcode 
literature. 

The Infoton display is completely controlled by Hidas. The upper seven rows 
display 14 of the microprocessors internal registers. The lower 8 rows can 
display any memory words from the memories listed above. 

A 

v 

p 

F 

address. one of 3 forms 

1) syrTlbol identifier. possibly followed by blank and octal 
increMent (increment may contain leading + or - sign) 

11) ~emory identifier followed by blank and octal address 

i11) octal address. presumed to be in instruction memory 

octal value 

screen position 

The letter l(left) or R(right) followed by 8 decimal 
integer from 1 to 15(row) 

8 file name. 

If it contains no period, a default extension w111 be 
added. as specified for each command. 

Octal values, addresses and increments may contain embedded blanks. 

Rubout deletes the previously typed character and backspaces the cursor. 
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B. ComlTlilnrls 

In the following, some COI'lITl11nds h~ve two forMS, with and without I screen 
position fhl1d. In the form without a screen position field. the current 
screen position is used. Unless otherwise noted, all connands with I scr •• n 
position field reset the current position to that specified in the current 
command. 

A: 

AI 
A.PI 

<cr> 
Ncr> 

t 
Pt 

<If> 

v .. 
V,p .. 

prints out numeric value of A, in octal 

single step 

single step at address A 

display contents of address A at given position 

displays at given position the contents of next· 
higher address than currently displayed there 

displays at given position the·contents of next 
lower address than currently displayed there 

displays, at position below current position, contents of next 
higher address than currently displayed at current position. 
Resets current position one lower. 

store octal value ·into the meMory word addressed or raOiste,. 
named at the given screen position 

A;B insert a break point at given instruction memory address 

A;K remove a break point from given address 

A; G . star t processor a t address A 

;P cont inue runnin'g the microprocessor at the current .1croldd,..ss 
(in IMA) 

;S single step processor (same as :) 

A;S single step processor at address A (same 8S A:) 

;C repaint the screen 

F[ll •..•• F[k];R load files F[l] to F[k] (k>1) 
(default extension -.HS-) 

1; 1 "GO" (=6.GO;T) 

2;T "SlOP" (=6,STOP;1) 

3.F:T 

4,F;T 

5,F;T 

(default extension ·.XX·) take commands from fila F until 
exhausted. Hay not be nested. 

(default extension ·.SP) define IR fl1e for subsequent pitch 
calls to MICRO 

(default extension -.HS·) dump state of microprocessor onto file 
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6.F;T 

!F<sp><cr> 

F, for subsequent reload using F;R. State dumped consists of 
the cOMplete 1M. SH. OM, LM, and RM memories but does not 
include the MP MeMory or the registers. The address symbols are 
dUMped also. Reloading, the dump file takes about one minute 
ten seconds and it occupies about 52,000 characters on the Nova 
disk. 

(default extens10n ".SV") makes .EXEC DOS system call upon file 
F. 

(null default extens1on) is the same as 6,F;T except that F can 
contain spaces and slashes for constructing more elaborate .EXEC 
calls (e.g. "!NVIO.SV/B"). 

<sp>TEXT<cr) w111 carry out microassembly of tho TEXT using the file 
specified by the last 4,F;T as a fR file for MICRO. The text of 
the patch 1s appended to OBGPTCH and the binary Is loaded. Two 
garbage files PTCHSS (text of last patch) and PTCHSS.ST (/R file 
created by asseMbly) are also left. 

C. Special Information 

The cursor on the Infoton display will rise above the line when _8 command is 
1.n-pr:ogr.ess and drop down again when it is done. 

Control-A will ~ the microprocessor if it is ~nning, but crash Midas back 
to the DOS EXEC 1f the microprocessor is not running (in which case you will 
have to restart by reloading the microprocessor). Hidas can 'take 15 seconds' 
to evaluate a new symbol near the end of a big microprogram so don't get 
inpatient and type control-A. (Reloading from a big file takes over two 
Minutes.) The cursor will rise above the command line when any command is in 
progress. If the command 1s a ;G or ;P, then the microprocessor will be 
running and control-A can be used to stop it. However, if you say SYHBOL:G. 
be sure you have waited the required 15 seconds for symbol lookup before 
typing control-A. 

The first time you reference a symbol. Midas takes up to 15 seconds. 
Subsequent references are very fast (about 1/2 second). 

Instruction meMory addresses can only be displayed in the left column of the 
display and take up the full width of the screen. 

When the microprocessor is stopped by control-A 1t will sometimes be possible 
to continue by ;Psafely, but don't count on it. It is possible to continue 
safely fron breakpoints except when the break occurs during the read portion 
of a read-modify-write menory reference or on either of the two cycles 
following a write. if the memory data register has not been loaded. -

Vhen Mtdas runs, it creates two temporary f1 los called SSOBGE and SSOGBS. If 
you use the patch feature, PTCHSS, PTCHSS.ST. and DBGPTCH also get created. 
If you wish you may delete these when you return to ~OS. 

Do not attempt to examine main memory locations >177777 w1th Midas. Hidas 
Will-go through the ~otions of examining and changing the addressed cell, but 
in fact the address will be truncated to 16 bits. All main memory addresses 
say-be examined using OOT. as follows: 
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't/VlO.SV/Il (cr) 
NVIO ----- --.--- Starts NVIO but leaves Haxc halted. 

:nnnnnnl mmmmmm mmmMmm 
:~-. -~~-6i<..~ 

ExaMines Main memory. 
Returns to Hidas. 

A. Re~~.!. i saccomp 1 i shed by typing 

21 ;G 

to Midas. lhe effect of this is to put the machine in monitor mode, to clear 
the interrupt system, the APR, the processor flags and the disk systell. 
However, Nova pl'ripherals aren't affected, - nor are the accumulators or PC 
affected. If NVIO is called after RESET (by 6,NVIO;T) the processor w111 
start at its starting address (pointed to by absolute location 7). 

B. Starting !'! !!!! arbitrary' location n is accomplished by changing the 
contents of PC (wh Ich is on the display) to !l and then typing 

REHAPrc: 
6,NVIO:T 

(Midas types out the value ~ of REHAPPC) 

C. The accumulators are LM 0, LM I, ... , LH 17 and can be exalltned and 
changed in-tho-liS-UiiT way from Midas. 

D. [l~9~ are In the left-most 13 bits of the F-register on the display. It 
you change th~se from Hidas, don't change the other Z3 bits of F. 

These and other interesting bits of F are as follows: 

~ ~efinition 

o 
1 
2 
3 ., 
5 
6 
7 

8-10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Overflow 
Carry 0 
Carry 1 
Floating overflow 
flyte interrupt 
User mode 
PARe mode (replaces rOP-I0 user 1/0 mode) 
Ca 11 from mon itor (see JSYS, UtlOVE, and Pager addendUM to 
poP-to System Reference Manual) 
Machine mode (0=rOP-I0, 1=8yte Lisp) 
Floating underflow 
No divide 
Pushdown overflow 
XCIO 
XCTI 
XCT2 
XCT3 
Incompatible 
PI system is active 
PI cycle in progress 
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21 MONALT ) 
22 THIRDPT} 
23 MICRO 
24 TTYBSY 

Tenporary flags used by the map loading 
microcode 

console teletype output busy 
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25 LOGF enables instructlon interpreter's optional feature 
26 Unused 
27 CUM 
28 Unused 
29 IENABLE 

- 30 Unused 
31 NOVA Nova has left an interrupt request 
32 K 
33 J 
34 H 
35 G 

.E. ~ 1nterrupt system state is given by the following: 

PI5TAT[29,35] have l's when interrupts are in progress on the corresponding PI 
levels[l,7]. PISTAT(2Z,Z8] have l's when interrupts are dlsabled on the 
cOrresponding PI levels. 

SH 600 to SH 643 contaln ln the rlght-most 24 bits the interrupt locations 
corresponding to devices 0 through 35. The device assignments are in Maxc 
document 11. 

SM 644 to SM 652 are the interrupt-enabled blt tables for priority interrupt 
levels 1 through 7. l's 1n each word indlcate that the corr~spondlng device' 
(blt O=device 35, btt 35=device 0) ls enabled for lnterrupts at that level. 

HICIHTS contains l's for each device which has requested an lnterrupt. 
(However, OVF, FOVF, and POOVF are recomputed from F for each instruction, so 
their state in HICINTS isn't lmportant.) 

F. The r.'Iicrocode conSistency CHECKER uses three variables CSUMD, CSUMO, and 
CSUM 1 wh 1 ch con ta in checksums f'iJraTl cons tan ts 1 n the microprocessor's 1M, 
OM, and SH melTlories. CSUMO is an overall checksum (for detection of errors) 
while CSUMO and CSUHl contain 12 6-bit bytes each of which ls a checksum in a 
Hanning code. The checker computes the address which ls clobbered assuming 
only a slngle word ls wrong. 

When newly assembled microcode is loaded for the first time, these checksums 
are computed by running CHECKER (n25;G" in the TENLOAO command f11e) and 
entering the values left ln LM II, LM 12, ~nd LM 13 lnto the PATCHES file for 
CSUMO, CSUMO, and CSUM1. Subsequent runnings of the TENGO command f11e check 
the newly loaded system against these constants, and CRASH on errors. Also 
the CHECK JHC does thls (executed during Tenex initlalizatlon). . 

G. Breakpolnts are handled as follows: 

Two versions of the emulator'S main loop are standardly available. They are 
called BRK.MB and UNBRK.MB. Each version has an optional patrr executed when 
the LOGF flag ln F is 1. When the microprocessor is loaded via MIDAS TENGO, 
the UHBRK version Is loaded, and the optional path performs opcode 10gg1ng 1n 
the 5t2-word table pointed to by LOGT. By typing to Midas BRK;R, you can load 
a version of the maln loop which has facilities for single-lnstructlon 
stepping and for breaklng before executing an instructlon at a slng1e selected 
address. The register lOGT on the display controls the breakpoint feature as 
follows: 
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To disahle the optional path and resume full speed execution, SlMply turn off 
the LOGr flaq. 

Wh!'nev!'r you have broken or halted, you may switch between BRK and UNBRK. 
Note also that whenever the processor halts or breaks, the address of the next 
instructlon is in P and the address of the last lnstruct10n +1 is in PC on the 
display. 

Uow!'ver, note that the checksums which have been set up In PATCHES are for the 
UNBRK verSion, so you will have to recompute them to use the CHECKER with IRK. 

A. If for any reason you fall out of NVIO and end up in "idlS. you can 
continl!Q by restarting NVIO with 

6,NVIO;1 

Thls 1s not recommended when Maxc is runnlng Tenex because 1/0 communication 
(particularly OLS and MCA) 1s almost sure to get fouled up. Instead. a rlnlx 
"soft restart" should be performed, as follows: 

INVIO.SV/H <cr> 
Nvfo-- --
:.!iQ.!;! ... OK.:.. 

(Start NVIO but leave "axc stopped) 

("Soft restart" Tenex) 

B. If you voluntarl1y or lnvoluntarily exit back to Nova ~OS, there is no 
easy way to resume Midas. You must reload the microprocessor with either the 
TENGO command file (complete reload of mlcrocode, reset of the mlcroprocessor. 
and disk boot of Mlcro-Exec) as described under cold start procedure or with 
the TENLOAD command fl1e and attempt to "soft restart- Tenex, as described 
above. 

The command MIDAS TCON may be used to reload the microcode and continue the 
mlcroprocessor without otherwise disturbing its state; however, a new copy or 
NVIO will be running, so it ls not possible to resume Tenex in this way. 
MIDAS ICON is useful only when the state of NVIO ls unimportant when 
continuing, e.g. when running standalone POP-tO diagnostics. 

C. If you want to dump the 10 program you have created 1n core, you .. st exit 
back to DOS (by control-A or ;X to Midas). Then dump the first 3ZK of .. in 
memory by typing 

orB £lMPlD 
OMPLO~ 
DUMPSR 

The program wll1 then ask DUMP TO FILE: and you should type a file n.... If 
you make a mistake type rubout and try agaln. 

D. To load a poP-to .SAV program when you are ln Nova DOS type 
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and answer the LOAD FROM FILE QUestion. Type rubout and try again if you make 
a mistake. This zeroes the first 321( of main memory before loading. 

If you are in Hidas, type 

6,DI1PLO.T 

When OI1PLO returns to Hidas you may type 

;C 

to repaint the screen. 

E. If the Nova disk gets cluttered you can DELETE files (see Nova DOS 
documentation). Note that the available disk storage will shrink when you run 
Hidas due to usurption of disk blocks used by DOS's program overlay feature. 
These blocks will be reused by the program overlay feature, but aren't 
available to ordinary files. If for some reason you want to recover this 
storage, restart DOS by pushing RESET - PROGRAM LOAD - CONTINUE on the Nova 
front panel (tape must be at loadpoint and switches at 100022 as discussed 
earlier or else NSYS.SV must be INSTALLed on the disk and switches at 100020), 

12. Stopping Tenex 

In order to give users adequate notice and to protect files on disk, Tenex 
should ordinarily be stopped in the following manner. 

As long as possible before the scheduled downtime (preferably 24 hours or 
IItOre). notify users by putting a notice in the login message and by set.t1ng 
the system downtime cell. 

A. To put a notice in the login message, login as yourself and: 

t1SNDI:1SG <cr> 
Users: SYSTEM <cr> 
Subject::schedU1ed downtime <cr> 
Message: ---- --
(An appropriate message giving date, time, and reason) 
tZ 
SYSTEH -- ok , 

8. To set the system downtime cell, you must be a wheel or a maintenance 
person: 

@Et/ABLE <cr> 
!kArT, (cr> 
(Superpassword:] GUESS <cr> 
@@~ Mf'I/dd/yy hh :MM (cr~ 
l!@UNTll M/dd/yy hh:mm <cr> 
@@ <cr> , --

(~ if you are a wheel) 
(do not omit the comma)-

(date & time system going down) 
(date & time system coming back up) 
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The system will ilulomilticillly st,lrt notifying users of the il'1pendlng downtiMe 
hpqinnlnq ono hour hpfol"p it is to occlIr. When the zero hour arrives, all 
jo~s wil~ be forcihly loqgod out except those jobs logged In on either of the 
two machin!' room terminills. new 1091n5 will be prevented, and ·Shutdown 
Complete" will type out on the Haxc console. If there are now no Jobs logged 
in, Tenf'x will shortly hit a BlIGCHI( ([DOT breakpoint) at SWHLTl •• t ..tIich 
point Tf'nex is properly halted. 

If there are jobs logged in on machine roo~ terminals, it will be necess.ry to 
halt Tenex mflnllally. To do this (for which you must be a wheel): 

@FNl\nlE <cr> 
!~l" <cr~ 
.!.!illt Tenex.:.. 

Wait for the EOOT breakpoint at SWHLTI. 

You should not power down the processor or the memories by pulling plugs or 
throwinQ sWfuhes since this sudden shut down can damage components. Only 
resort i~ this drastic action ~n an emergency (e.g., fire). 

Proper shut down is accompl ished by running the STOP.SV Nova progra .. first. 
then pulling plugs and turning ofr switches. This can be accomplished e1ther 
by saying 

STOP (cr> 

to Nova DOS or by 2;T (=6,STOP;T) to Hidas. When you run STOP, the two gr.en 
lights on tho processor and the four red lights on each memory w1ll shut orr. 
The fans will continue to run and you may unplug them at the wall. 

To turn off disks, turn orf the front panel switches first. Do not turn o(r 
AC power (in back) unt11 the pack has stopped turning, else the drive .. y atop 
with the heads still extended! 

If i1 Maxc-Tenex maintainer is available at PARC, inform him of the crash and 
normally he will take ov~r. Otherwise, be brave and read on. 

There are obvious problems in attempting to describe what to do when. syste. 
crashes. This section simply outlines a rew siMple procedures whose purposes 
arc twofold: (1) to collect data about the crash for subsequent .nllys1s and 
(2) to restart the machine 8S Quickly as possible. 
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When systel'1 personnel are not present. Tenex Is left in a mode In which It 
atteMpts recovery ,froM Tenex-detected errors. Thus the majority of the time 
the crashes handled by non-system people will be of a more obscure (relative 
to Tenex) nature. 

The following paragraphs describe some of the more common crashes and 
suggested recovery procedures. All pertinent Information should be recorded 
in the Haxc Tenex logbook. Recent error typeouts (e.g. memory parity error 
messages) should be cut out and taped in the logbook. 

A. BUGHlT Qr BUGCHK: A message of the form 

S8B»BUGAOR BUGHLT/ CAl UUOH+4 

types out on the Haxc console. This occurs when the monltor ls ln debug mode. 
which should never be the case unless system maintainers are present. 
However. if you cannot flnd one, set the OBUGSW and OCHKSW cells to zero and 
proceed from the breakpoint: 

OBIJGS\l/ 
OCIiKSW/ 
<esc>P 

o <If> 
Q <cr> 

lenex will recover from the error if possible. else restart automatically with 
no further intervention required. 

B. -Hicro Breakpoint- prinled out on the Nova console (Infoton). This and 
similar NVIO lIlessages will usually appear above the lowest llne of text and' 
two lines of nunbars usually displayed by NVIO. This message means that the 
microprocessor hlt a breakpoint, which is usually caused by Tenex executing a 
HALT instruction but can also be caused by any of several microprogram
detected inconsistencies. 

The only known HALT instructions in Tenex are associated with catastrophic 
disk errors. e.g. disk units offline, and a message such as 

Sector Interrupt Timeout Trouble with Disk Pack 111 

1s typed out on the Haxc console. If this was caused by aCCidentally turning 
a disk off or other obv 1 ous human error, the crash may be recovered by the 
following procedure. 

1. Correct the cause of the error; i.e. turn on all disk units and wait 
2 ~inutes for the green lights to come on. There should be no yellow 
(read-only) or red (select lock) lights on. 

2_ On the Nova console (Infoton), type: 

'3301P 
: 140G ••• OK.:.. 

(to ·un-protect· NVIO) 
(to ·soft-restart- Tenex) 

All other disk errors (particularly -Error in Sensitive Page-) should be 
handled by system personnel only. Attempting to restart could cause the file 
syste~ to be wiped out! 

A -Hicro Breakpoint- not accompanied by a printed message on the Haxc console 
should be handled as in Paragraph E, "No Response". 

C. -Fatal Memory Error, Haxc ~ped- on Nova console. This indicates that 
the ~ is very Sick, and a hardware maintainer should be notified. 
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D. "NVIO I'untn on Nnvil con~nlp. This indicates a serious Inconsistency 
dctcc'tpd-- hy - tWIO. Crilsh dillil should bf' saved and the crash recovered as 
follows (typP. on lhe Nova consol('). 

IJJ01P 
: (l-.--::OK . 
XPIiNll Junk 
PlitIT07 Junk 
PIINTII junk 
rllNT? I junk 
<esc>P 
: [::--:OK..:. 

("un-protect" NVIO) 
(f'nt('r Nova dehugger) 

~sssss+n nnnnnn (If) 
~sssss+n ~ nnnnnn (ff) 
~sssss+n nnnnnn <Tf) 
:sssss+n ~ nnnnnn <cr> 

(ReSUMe NVI~ 
(Resume l'1axc) 

If Tenex does not resume after this procedure, try a ·soft restart- by typing: 

: L4..0J~ ... OK..:. 

on the Nova console. 

Write down in the logbook the data typed out by the debugger in response ~o 
the ":" and "=" characters you typed in. 

E. !!Q r~~p~'.!.~.,! from ~!!~; 1 . e., no error messages have typed out. but 
nothing happens when you type control-C on the Haxc console. This type of 
crash is partlcularly hard to diagnose unless sufficient inforMation 1. 
recorded. 

First, note the numbers on the last line of the Nova console, and note whether 
any of them nrc changing over time. 

Second, enler Midas by typing the following on the Nova console: 

133011' 
:~~-:-.OK..:. 

(to Run-protectR NVIO) 
(to enter Hidas) 

(If the message "Unclean Micro StopR prints out, note this as well.) vrUe 
down the contents of the following registers displayed by Midas: 

NPC IMA P Q STK 0 PC PISTAT 

Of particular importance is PC, the poP-tO program counter. 

Third, type lhe Hidas commands: 

to reset t.h(' microprocessor and check the microcode. Both cOl'lMands should 
finish mom('ntilrily with IHA=:27 or 30. (If IHA=20, the microcode hiS b •• n 
clobbered (lnd you will need to reload it, as explained in step F below.) 

Fourth, re-boot Maxc by typing: 

The Micro-Exec herald should type out on the Haxc console. 

Fifth, pick a save area on which to dump the crashed Tenex. Save arIas 10 
through 17 are used for th is purpose. look through the last page or two of 
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the Haxe lenex logbook to see what areas already contain recent crash dumps 
(if any), and pick an area that hasn't been used. Type (on the Haxe console) 
the cOmr.land: 

-DuMp.Core.on.Area ~ <cr> 

where n is the save area you have selected, and note in the log that the crash 
was saved on area n. 

Flnally, type: 

.~ <cr> 

to reload and restart Tenex. After a few seconds, "Tenex restarting, wait .•• " 
should be typed out and Tenex will request the date and time, which you should 
type in very carefully. If Tenex asks you to reconfirm, you probably blew it 
and should hit the "Del" key and try again. 

F. It may happen that a crash does not fall into one of the above categorles 
or that the restart procedure falls. In this case, the following procedure 
will always succeed if all the hardware is working: 

1. 

z. 

3. 

On t.he Nova front panel in the machine room, press, in sequence, 
"Reset·, ·Program Load·. and ·Continuo". On the Nova console. you 
should see: 

DOS REV 04 
R 

Type the command: 

~ MIDAS TENGO <cr> 

Wait about 2 minutes while the microcode loads and NVIO and Micro
Exec are started. Micro-Exec will execute an automatic "Go" command, 
after which you should enter date and time as explained above. 

If this doesn't work, try to find anyone of the people listed below at PARCo 
If none of then is around and the hour is between 9 AM and midnight, call one 
of the systel'l maintainers. If between midnight and 9 AM, don't bother. tlut 
leave a message on the telephone recording (if you know how) saying that the 
lRachine will be .down until morning. 

People to notify: (use phone list on wall under phone) 

Software and general system maintenance 

Taft 
Fiala 
Geschke 

Hardware 

Lampson 
Clark 
McCreight 
Thacker 

Tenex and NVIO 
Microcode and Tenex 
General 

Microprocessor 
Memories 
Disks 
Almost anything 
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Micro-rx('c is a stand-alonn Hilxc pr()~wan used to Maintain and start up the 
Maxc lennx systnm. A few overall rl'narks on its structure will be helpful 
before describing the spl'ciflc facilities available. 

Micro-Exec is normCllly loaded by the lENGO comnand file (see section ") (rOIl 
Haxc disk IInit A. Micro-[xec loads Into the high portion of the first 12811:: of 
memory. starting ilt 3;0000. All rl'fercnces to ·core" in Micro-Exec cOl'llllands 
refer to the rilngn 20-to-347777. (The progrilm which boots in Micro-Exec runs 
in 347000-347777 ilnd savps the previous contents of the ACs in 347760-3"7777.) 

Mi~ro-Exec has il sophisticated comnand interpreter which allows editing, 
Qllestioning, prompting for parameters -- what we in the biz call ·Owl.ffied
Middle-English". Commands take the form of a sequence of words separated by 
per i ods. E. tl. : 

Initiillize.disk.pack 
or 

inHiillize. tape. 

At any point in typing a string. you may type <escape> and the interpreter 
will complete as much as is IInambiguous. Similarly. at any point you may type 
"7" and all the possible COMpletions of that connand wilT be listed. Once you 
are familiar with commands. you will find it convenient to abrevlate thelll by 
entering the first Tetter of each word followed by a space. For example, 
I D P is an abhreviation for "initialize.disk.pack". 

Many of the commands require paraneters before the connand execution begins. 
Typing an escape wi 11 prompt YOll with a brief description of the parameter 
(e.g., (octal number) or (pilck nUMber». Typing escape a second time will 
furnish the default value of that parameter if there is one. SOl"le commands 
require confirmation (with.) ilnd sone require the user to be ENABLEd. The 
ENABLE command requires a ~ilssword. 

Finally a few words on the disk structure of the Maxc-Tenex system will be 
helpful for the following command descriptions. A disk configuration is 
deftned hy est.ablishing a correspond{'nce betwN'n (1) logical units (Tenex). 
(2) pack nllmhers. and (3) disk drives (i.e .• controllers). The current disk 
configllratlon Is illways posted on the control room wall and is (usually) the 
default configuration on the current Micro-Exec save area (usually area 1 on 
physical unit 0). Logical units are identified by digits 0 thru n-1 (for an 
n-pack Tenex). Pilcks are labeTed with octal nunbers starting at 100. Drives 
are labelled illphilbetically starting with A. For example, the 
nprint.disk.configuration" command might type: 

Number of units: 2 
--------Unit--------Pack Numher 
O. B 102 
1. A 107 

At present there ilre 20 ARrAS allocilted in the disk structure. but outside the 
lenex file system. Each AREA consists of four track cylinders (1.e., 240 
(decimal) pages). A directory of AREAS is posted on the control room wall. 

In the following descriptions, a (C) meilns confirmation is reQuired (E) ~ans 
you must be enabled, and (C,E) means both are necessary. In cO/lll!lands that 
read from or write to disk, the number following the cOmr.land lndicates thl 
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error retry count used; "default" means that the retry count may be 
overridden by the count specified in the ·set.d1sk .. error.retry.count- command. 

brief 
Disables extended typeout of disk error status bits. 

change.version.to (string> (E) 
Changes the version description for M1cro-Exec. 

check.next.tape.f1Ie <Magtape un1t nUMber> 
Checksums next file on tape and types entry point on console. 

c:lear.core (C) 
Zeros locations 20 through 347777. 

compare.dlsk.packs (pack l > <pack?> (ZO) 
. COMpares the contents of the specified packs and reports 

discrepancies (usually used after a pack-to-pack copy). 

c:opy.pack.to.pack <pack1> <packZ> (C.E) (default ZO) 
Does a btt-by-bit copy of data from first pack onto second pack. 

copy.quadruple (pack l > (paekz> (pack3> <pack4> (C,E) (ZO) 
. . Slmult~neously copies the first pack onto the .second pack and 

. the third pack onto the fourth pack. 

ddt (E) 

disable 

Enters DDT for debugging Hicro-Exec. Re-enter Micro-Exec by 
20SG. 

Disables commands that require being enabled. 

d1smount.auxiliary.pack 
ReMoves auxiliary pack from dtsk structure. 

dump-:core.on.area <area> (E) (ZO) 

eddt (E) 

DUMPS locations ZO through 347777 on <area>. 
saved at 347760 when Micro-Exec is booted in. 
used to save crashes for later analysis. 

Reg i s ter s ·are 
This command is 

Enters Exec DDT if Tenex is in core. Re-enter Hlcro-Exec by 
typing ZOSG. 

enable (password> 
Enables user to execute those commands which require 1t~ 
Current password is SIEGFRIED. (Currently, when Hicro-Exec is 
booted 1 n, It 1 s already enab 1 ed, so th I s command is necessary. 
only If you have previously given a ·Oisable 8 command.) 

go (ZO) 
Loads Tenex from area 0 and starts it at SYSGOI. 

help 
Counsels you on the method of obtaining help. 
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initiali7e.disk.pilck (e) (rlf'filult 0) 
Initializes the auxiliary pack by: (1) writing headers, using 
t.he pack nllnhf'r entl>red in the l'1ount.auxil1ary.pack conmand, (2) 
writing riHloom data on the entire pack, and (3) checking the 
Ilatil and prInting discrepancies. An error retry count of zero 
is used throughout. 

initialize.tape <magtape unit> (C,E) 
Rewinds lapp to load point, writes a boot header, and waits at 
t.he end of the boot header. 

load.dllmp.from.area <area> (20) 
I.oads corp frdm specified area (converse of dump.core.on.area). 

loop.on.specified.disk.page <pack> <track> <head> (sector> (E) 
Continuously reads the specified disk page ignoring .rrors 
(useful for disk tune-ups). 

mount.auxiliary.pack <unit> <pack> 
Identifies auxiliary (I.e.,. extra-Tenex) pack to disk 
configuration. Certain cOl'1l1ands such as Initlal1ze.disk.PICk 
are valid only for the auxiliary pack. 

print.disk.configuration 
Prints disk configuration in the format illustrated above. 

read.speelfled.disk.page <pack> (track> <head> <sector> (default 20). 
Reads specified page Into buffer at location BUF (377000). 

read.tape.to.core <magtape unit> 
Reads tape into core starting at locatton ZOo 

read.tenex.from.area <area> (20) 
.L.oads Tenex from specified area and checks its ·f1n~erprint·. 

read.tenex.from.tape <magtape unit) 
Loads Tenex from tape and checks Its ·fingerprint-. 

rewind.tape (magtape unit> 

scan.disk.pack.for.errors <pack> (default 3) 
Scans pack, counting soft errors, and reporting non-recover.bl. 
errors to console. 

set.disk.configuration (E) 
Sets disk configuration; asks for parameters vi. the s ... 
format used in print.dlsk.conflguration. 

set.disk.error.retry.count (E) 

s 11 e.nt (C, E) 

OVerrides the default disk error retry count in cert.in 
commands. 

Completely turns off disk error typeouts (useful for setting up 
scope loops for hardware debugging). 

start.tenex.from.area <area> (C,E) (ZO) 
Reads Tenex from the specified area, writes It on arel 0, Ind 
starts at SYSGOI. 
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verbose 
Reinstates full disk error typeout. 

wr1te.core.to.tape <magtape unit) 
Writes core from 20 to 347777 onto tape. 

wr1te.mfcro.exec.to.area (area> (C.E) (20) 
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Writes a bootable (via NVIO "S· and "S· commands) copy of the . 
currently running Micro-Exec to the specified area. 

wr1te.micro.exec.to.tape <magtape unit> 

wrfte.spec1fied.disk.page <pack) <track> <head> <sector> (C,E) (default 20) 
Writes page from SUF (377000) to specified disk page. 

wr1te.tenex.to.area <area> (C,E) (20) 
After checking -fingerprint-, writes Tenex core image 
specified area. 

write.tenex.to.tape <magtape unit> (el 
After checking -fingerprint-, writes Tenex core image 
spec1fied tape. 

16. Reading! .SAV E.!.!! ~ Hinldumper ~ into tho Nova ED..!! 
Syste!'l 

to 

to 

POP-tO DiagnostiCS and other stand alone poP-to programs which reside only 1n 
the low 32K of !'lain ",eMory may be read from mlnldumper tapes and written on 
Nova disk files using the HTAPE program. Subsequently they may be loaded into 
main menory and dumped back on disk files using OMPLO. The procedure is 
described below. 

To load from minidumper tape, first mount the tape on the Nova'S seven-track 
tape drive (unit 1) and put i( in remote. Then give control to Nova DOS.and 
type the following: 

DELETE TENCODE.SV 
HTAPE<cr) 

which will ask -LOAD FROM FILE:-. You should answer with a unique initial 
substring of the file naMe. For example, <SYSTEH>AUXO.SAV<cr>. HTAPEWT'IT 
copy this file onto TENCOOE.SV which you can rename as follows 

RENAME TENCOOE.SV AUXO<cr> 

Normally you will have to prepare locations 3, 4, and 7 as discussed 1n 
sect ion 13 before runn Ing the program. To make these changes, proceed as 
follows: 

OHPLO<cr> 
LOAD FROM FILE: AUXO<cr) 
NVIO/H<cr> 
3/ 0 NNNNN<Lf> 
4/ 0 NHNHN<cr> 
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II 0 NNNNN(cr) 
H ... m" 
!H II Ilt1PL O<cr> 
l1t1PIlL!1X 
OIlMI'$R 
nUMP 10 FILE: AUXX<cr> 

The file will normally grow by a substantial amount when this is done because 
OMPLO does not compress out zeroes when dUMping. 

or.u n AUXO<cr> 
RENAME AUXX AUXO<cr) 

A. The loader (OMPLO) discussed in the previous section requires the progra. 
to be a .SAV file which resides in the low 32K of main memory. OHPLO 
currently zeroes the low 32K of coro before loading the program. 

8. The lnterprocessor communication locations must be set up w1th pointers as 
follows: 

3/ 
41 
7/ 

MTBS 
OLSnS 
ADDRESS 

Magtape, IMP, MCA, etc. 144-word block (may grow later) 
Data line scanner 68-word block 
Program starting address 

Note that these are absolute main memory locations In the -shadow· of the 
accumulators, so they must be initialized in one of three ways: 

(1) By hand from Midas or OOT 
(2) By mapping page 0 to a different virtual address 
(3) By using the JHC's for addressing absolute lfta1n MtIIOry 

addresses. 

C. The program must perform an 110 reset (CONO APR,200000) before carrying 
oui input/output to any Nova related peripherals and after initializing "TIS 
and DLSBS as described above. 

The microprocessor diagnostics are sOMetiMes left on the disk and are on the 
BASEF record of the 10SYS tape (s~e Section 4). If they are not loaded, get 
the current liP OIAGNOSTICS tape from the tape rack and Mount it on un1t 0 at 
tho lOAd point.--push-;--Tn seflunnce, the Reset, Progral"l Load, and continue 
buttons on the Nova front panel. You will probably have to free up some disk 
space by deleting extraneous Nova files before loading in the d1agnost1cl. 
Then load the record labelled ··.MS- on the tape jacket: 
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LOAO/A/V I1TO:n (cr) 

You Must get the blue-covered, Velo-bound book labelled "Microprocessor 
Oiagnostlcs w in order to do any useful debugging. However, the diagnostics 
all fall into a connon pattern and they can usually be run in a simple-m1nded 
way without understanding too nuth about what the programs are really d01ng. 
The following generalizations may be helpful. 

Associated with each of the diagnostics described below is a command f11e 
whose name Is the concatenation of WR" and the diagnostic name. If you type 
to DOS: 

HIOAS Rdiagname <cr> 

Midas w1ll load the diagnostic and open registers pertinent to the 
diagnostic's operation on the Infoton display. You may wish to set some 
paraneters before starting a diagnostic (for example, the low and high 
addresses for a Mcnory test). However, the values as loaded are reasonable 
for thorough testing. 

When you are ready. type START;G to start the diagnostic. (OGM has two 
alternate starting addresses for interrupt system testing.) The diagnostic 
will halt after one pass at II1A=20 (OGIHL is the only exception to this rule). 
This l!Ieans that no failures were detected. To repeat, type ;P to Hidas. To 
loop indefinitely. delete the breakpoint at 20 by typing 20;K and then :P. 
All of the diagnostics except OGI1 loop in less than two seconds, so something 
Is wrong if the machine hangs in the loop. 

A breakpoint at any location except 20 indicates that an error was detected. 
The most connon error breakpoint is at 26, which is the comparison error 
breakpoint. The location in the diagnostic from which the comparison routine 
was called Is displayed at STK O. The .LS listing for each diagnostic gives 
address synbols and their values. sorted in order of value so that the symbol 
near~st the error address may be found readily (you normally are interested In 
IH nemory addresses only). Following the .LS listing is the diagnostic 
listing, which contains general operating instructions in comments preceding 
the prograM itself. DBEGO is assembled or loaded ahead of some diagnostiCS, 
so its listing and .lS file mily also be relevant. Some diagnostics INSERT 
other files or are asseMbled from several sources, so you may have to look a 
bit to find the relevant listings. When tracing an error, find the tag 
nearest the address in STK 0 (if the breakpoint is at IHA=26) or IHA (if the 
breakpoint is elsewhere) and read the comments there from the listing. 

If the breakpoint is at IHA=26, the diagnostic may be resumed from the point 
of error by the cOl'IMand RETN;G, which will return to the caller of the compare 
routine (this usually works but not always). 

'One connon problem that occurs when running diagnostics 1s that the 
~icroprocessor single steps and refuses to run. The usual cause of this 1s a 
me~ory interface hangup, which at present can be cured only by running the GO 
program (type -6.GO;l" or "l:T" to Hidas). If the machine hangs, run GO and 
see 1f that cures the problem. 

The diagnostic names and what they test are listed below: 

OGOLHB Host basic diagnostiC. Does not use the main 
memory, the interrupt system or the P-reg1ste,. 
input multiplexors. Tests everything except the 
SH, OM, LH. and RH memo,.ies first, then tests 
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DGP.MB 

OGH.MB 

OGI.MS 

DGIMl.MB/OGIHH.HB 

OGRL.MB 

OGMR.MB 

thp~p nPMories and the F-register. Cycle t1me ( 
1 sl'cono. 

lc~t~ thn 
aft{'rlhoughts 
spcond. 

P-register inputs and a 
from OGOl.HB. Cycle time 

few 
< 1 

Tesls the menory interfaces. There are alternate 
f!ntry points at START and XSTART for 1nterrupt 
SYSll'l'l testing. Be sure to read the listfno 
comnrnts before starting at XSTART. Cycle tfme -
40 minutes to test all 256k of main mel!K)"Y; 
correspondingly less if the address range 1$ 
restricted. 

Tests the interrupt system and repeats pa,.ts of 
OGOI and OGP affected by interrupts. Cycle tfme 
< 1 second. 

Test the SM, 011, and HP memories using ,.anda. 
numbers, then the instruction memory (IH) n,.st 
by using each of the 72 patterns of a stngle 0 1n 
a field of l's, then the 72 patterns of a sfnol. 
I in a field of O's, then ,.ando~ numbe,.s. Cycle 
time < 3 seconds. 

Tests the right register bank (RH) and the left 
register bank (LH) using random numbe,.s. Cycle 
time < 1 second. 

Tests the main memory using rand~ numb.,.s. 
Cycle time - 20 seconds. 

lhe diagnostics are assembled according to the instructions 1n the l1stfngs. 

If you have to patch the microprograms to setup a scope loop, you will .need 
familiarity with the microlanguage. The following pointers may help. The .ST 
files n('eded for patching are usually deleted after assembly because they 
won't all fit on the disk. If you need one, simply reassemble the 
microprogram. Since patching requires more disk storage, you may have to 
delete somothing from the file directory. Then reload the microprogra. and do 
a 4,FIlE;T to attach the .ST file and then use the E mac,.o to make the patch_ 
For example, to change the third instruction after lOOP type to Hidas 

<sp)E[3,LOOP]; GOTO[ .-2];<cr> 

or whatever. Then run with START;G 

Diagnostic sources are maintained in the lenex <ERF> directory. The,.. a,.. 
lenex command files for producing a cross reference listing and fo,. dumpfno 
the sources onto a magtape for transport to the Nova file systeM ~e,.. they 
are assembled and loaded. The contents of the·command f1les are also prtnted 
in the "Microprocessor Oiagnostics" book. 
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If any system files have been changed, they should exist on the Nova disk 
prior to beginning the following procedure. 

A. Mount the current lOSYS tape on unit O. (You must use magtape unit 0 for 
10SYS tapes since DOS will not handle any other drive.) 

B. Type: 

XFER HTO:O TBOOT.SV <cr> 

C. If NSYS.SV Is not already on the Nova disk, type: 

XFER HTD:l NSYS.SV; CHATR NSYS.SV SPW; INSTAll NSYS.SV <cr> 

D. Free up disk space consumed by the program overlay feature by re-bootlng 
DOS (push, in sequence, the -Reset-, "Program load·, and "Continue" switches 
on the Nova front panel). Then load the most recent BASEF, SYSF, and CHANGEF 
records frolll the tape (consult the label on the tape jacket). E.g., 

LOAD/A/V HTO:(2.7,13) <cr> 

MI\XI: 01'1 H/\ I nm:; 
'Inln. {'I'~ch"p. lIf'ckl'l. 111ft. 
Xprox 1',,10 /\ I t.o Rp~l'ilrch (nnlnl-
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j f th!' nf'Wf'~ I. BI\~f f. S YSf. ilnfl CHANG[F f i I es are on records 2. 7, and 13. 
Most of thl's!' rtl('s will unrlollhlf'<lly already exist on the disk and will not be 
overwritten (The message "I lIfO alrfOiHly exists· will be printed out for these). 

E. Mount the new tape. with a write ring in it. 

F. Type: 

XII.R lOOOT.SV H10:O; XFrR NSYS.SV tlTO:l <cr> 
DUMP/A/V MTO:2 ~BI\SfF@ <cr> 
DlIHP/A/V MlO:3 @SYSF@ <cr> 
DUMP/AIV MTO:4 @CtlAliGEF@ <cr> 

G. Check that everything is written-ok by typing: 

lOAD/V MTO:(2,3,4) <cr> 

"File already p.xists" should be printed for every file. 

H. Remove write ring, label tape jacket. 

As explained in Section 7, when Tenex is restarted. whether initially or due 
to an Auto-restart after a crash, the programs Bsys and Checkdsk are run to 
verify tho consistency of the file system. If either of these prograllls 
detects errors which cannot be corrected automatically. the message arenex not 
availahle: Disk needs fixing" is broadcast to all terminals instead of the 
usual "Tenex in operation" message, and 10g1ns are prohibited fro. all 
terminals except the two in the Maxc room. 

The following procedures require wheel or operator status and are Intended 
principally for reference by system personnel. With some assistance rrOfll a 
lIser in the Maxc room, a system maintainer can perform these procedures frOM a 
home terminal. Only in extreme circumstances shOUld non-system personnel 
attempt any of these procedures. 

Errors detected by Bsys (which are usually reflected by some further errors 
detected by Chnckdsk) indicate inconsistencies in the structure of user file 
directories. Fixing these requires a fairly intimate knowledge'of the Tenex 
directory structure; this should be left to system personnel. 

Checkdsk errors come in a number of guises. For each f11e with errors, data 
will be print.ed as in the following example: 

40050172166 HOA 0 
t400~0172170 tlDA 63 
<NIElY>HESSAGE.COPY;3 
1 PTf 
2 tiOA 

} list of errors 
} 
Filename 
} Error 
} summary 

If there are many errors in a single fi Ie, Checkdsk will print out only the 
first few, followed by the filename and summary. Study the output carefully. 
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First, note thAt "NOT IN BT" errors have O('cn correct.ed by Chpckdsk. so don't 
worry about then. If these were the on fy- i"rrors---that occur-I'-ed, Checkdsk 
wouldn't have conplained and the system would have flown on. 

Next, note that you will have to use sone J~~g~~~~~ in discriminating between 
QArbaged pAge tables and real MOA errors. A file with a gArbaged page table 
will have An f>nOrMOUS error count (in the hundreds) with many categories of 
errors (IDA, HDA. PTE, etc). This is frequently caused by an untimely Tenex 
crash occurring between directory update and page table update during new file 
creation, so that the page table for the file will not have been written on 
the di sic. yet and Whatever was on that page before wi 11 be interpreted as a 
page table. lhis type of error n~y result ln many other flIes getting bogus 
HOA error s b<!cau se SOr.1e of the en tr i e sin the garbaged page tab Ie look 1i ke 
valid disk addresses that happen already to be assigned. 

For further confimation that the problem is a garb aged (unwritten) page 
table, a QFD of the filenane should reveal that it was created withln a miifOte 
or tWQ before the time of the last system crash. Such a fi Ie should be 
deleted using the following procedure: 

@ENARlE <cr> 
!CONIlECT<directorl with bad fi Ie> <cr> 
!OELETE <bad fjlenane> <cr> 
! EXPLiNGE <cr> --

Th i s procedure causes the bad f He to be expunged from the directory. A 
nunber of valid addresses possibly in use by ot.h~r files may be deallocated. 
but don't worry about this. The system will generate a number of BUGCHKs for 
111egal disk addresses. but don't worry about this either. (Be sure DCHKSW is 
set to zero, however, to prevent the system from breakpointing on these 
errors). Run Checkdsk again after performing this surgery to make sure you 
did it right. and that there is nothing else wrong. Checkdsk wiTl reallocate 
pages incorrectly deallocated by the preceding procedure and will type out 
-NOT IN BT- for these. 

!CONNECT SYSTEM <cr> 
! cIH-:hoSK<Cr> -
REBUILD Blr-TABLE? N 
SCAN FOR DISK ADDRESSES? ~ 

(Th1s currently takes about 10 minutes). 

After all files with garbaged page tables have been eliminated (if there were 
any), any further errors are considerably more serious, particularly HDA 
errors. MDA stands for Multiply-allocated disk address, meaning that a 
particular page has SOMehow been assigned to more than one f11e. For each 
such error, Checkdsk has printed out the second file owning the page that it 
encountered in Its scan of the file system; you do not yet know the name of 
the other owner of that page. Hence you should follow this procedure: 

!~q!!!IECT <director.'l ~~_I!..~~li':lJ..l'1.g ~ with MDA error> 5lli 
!COPY (affected filenaMe) GARBAGE <cr> 
!OElETE <affected fj lenane><er> --
!EYRIlIGE (cr) ---- --
!RENAME GARBAGE <affected filename> <cr> 

Repeat this procedure for all affected files. You should be careful to type 
the <affected filename> in full, including verslon number, so you don't 
Mistakenly fix up the wrong file, 

HI\XC 01'1 HI\IIOW. 
'laIn, 1.I".lhl..l'. 111'11..1'1. "lit 
X"!-OX I'nlo I\lt. .. Hl'sl·,,,!"h Cpnt.,·! 
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Npxt, ! p-rlln (hl'l:\"I"k il<, l':<'pl.1inprl ,1hove," While running, Checkdslr.. will type 
out it nllmhl'r of NOI IN HI !'rrnrs wtw<,e disk addresses correspond to the disk 
iHld,.!'!'!>!'!> in thf! origin.1l MI1A f!!-rnr printouts; the filenaMes typed out will 
bf! tho!>f! of thl' nthl'r owners of the pagf!s that were Multiply assigned. It ~ay 
not bf' ohviolls -wliTd, --pwn-pr of a llitQe hilS the correct copy (a QFO of the 
filenam!'s will include the writ(' tliltrs, which May give SOMe indication; 1.e. 
thf! filn with the newer write date is Moro likely to have the correct data), 
but you have done the best that ciln be done by giving non-conflictlng capleS 
to f'vf!rybody involved. Uso SNOMSG to notify all users who have (potentially) 
lost filf!s. Roth the original MOA and the final NOT IN ST flIes are involved 
in thf' loss. 

When you have pieced t.he fi1esystem back together to what you believe is • 
reasonable state, you should open t.he system to users by the following 
procedure: 

'QUI! ~c.!2 
.1 
F~rTSWI 500000,,0 
-<crlnl-rol-P> 
1\001(T----
.f 

!lOGOllT <cr> 
Lof.CfIITUsrR 
<cont.rol-C> 

After you type cont.rol-C, the auto-jobs 'should st.art ,logglng in, and shortly 
thereafter "Te"ex In operation" will be broadcast. 

23. [Tanax Fila System Maintenance] 

23.1. ~Qperat1on] 

23.2. [Cr~ating and ~stro~ Dir('ctories] 
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24. ~ss~nbly' Procedures~ 

24.2. [NVIO) 

24.3. [Microcode] 
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